OUTDOOR SHADING SYSTEM

VEUE DROP
AWNINGS

rolleaseacmeda.com

MEET THE
VEUE RANGE
This comprehensive range offers contemporary outdoor shading systems to
suit a variety of applications while maintaining a consistent aesthetic and finish.
Veue has common components across the range and can be upgraded to our
popular side-tension system, Zipscreen.

STRAIGHT DROP

WIRE GUIDE

A discreet cable guided solution, great for
floor to ceiling applications. Featuring a
universal bracket to fix the base of the wire
guide to the floor, face or recess. Wireguide
also utilises the patented Ultra-Lock for
semi-automatic locking with spring and
gear controls.

The Veue Straight Drop offers a simplified
minimal solution which is secured at the
bottom using a clip or strap. Suitable for
a variety of external shade applications
- sliding windows and doorways, undercover
areas or outdoor eateries.

ULTRA-LOCK

INNOVATIVE ALUMINIUM HEADBOX
High-quality square aluminum profile boasts a contemporary
aesthetic, offering fully or semi-enclosed headbox and full or
semi-fascia configurations.

SUN/UV
PROTECTION

COASTAL
APPROVED

PRIVACY

ANTI-GLARE

CHANNEL GUIDE

ENERGY
SAVING

COMMERCIAL
USE

PIVOT ARM

This solution features a slimline tension-free
side guide, ideal for sheltered areas around the
home. The Veue Channel Guide houses a fabric
brush for smooth and quiet operation.

This system is ideal for awning windows
on first or second story levels. Veue Pivot
Arm features a robust spring-loaded arm,
maintaining constant fabric tension in all
positions.

KEEP YOUR HOME COOL IN SUMMER AND WARM IN WINTER
Direct sun on your windows is the greatest source of unwanted heat in the home.
Effective external shading can solve this problem by blocking up to 90% of that heat.
By shading a building and creating an effective barrier between the sun and your window,
you can create a cooler home environment and save energy. Shading glass is the best way
to reduce unwanted heat gain, however, permanent shading structures that are
inappropriately placed and designed can block winter sun, while extensive shading in
summer can reduce pleasant daylight.
Adjustable shading systems can offer the best of both worlds, reducing heat build-up
in summer, and enabling warm winter heat when the system is retracted.

SPECIFICATIONS
CONTROLS

SMART HOME

There are a range of options for Veue Drop
Awning controls, motorised or manual with
a simple crank gear or spring.

No matter where you are, you can
accurately control your shades via the
animated interface on your smartphone.

CAPACITY

CONFIGURATIONS
WIDTH

DROP

FULL-ENCLOSED
CASSETTE

SEMI FASCIA

OPEN BRACKET

DIMENSIONS
CASSETTE

Width

OPEN BRACKET

Drop/ Projection

Veue Straight Drop

up to 4m (13ft)

up to 4m (13ft)

Veue Wire Guide

up to 4m (13ft)

up to 4m (13ft)

Veue Channel Guide

up to 4m (13ft)

up to 4m (13ft)

Veue Pivot Arm

up to 4m (13ft)

up to 3m (10ft)

COLOUR RANGE

White

YOUR VEUE SUPPLIER:

Classic
Cream

Paperbark Woodland Black
Grey

Natural
Anodized

Custom

COMPATIBILITY
Veue is also cross-compatible with the
premium Zipscreen outdoor shade.

OUTDOOR SUNSHADE BLINDS
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